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ABSTRACT

Cast aluminium alloys have attracted significant consideration in the automotive and aerospace industries due to their lightweight nature, cast ability, and one-of-a-kind mechanical properties. The demand and utilisation of cast aluminium alloys to improve the performance of products and reduce costs has been steadily increasing in recent years. There is a huge variety of aluminium alloys available, but the fact that they can be easily fabricated and have exceptional mechanical qualities makes them particularly appealing for a wide range of applications in the aerospace and automotive industries. Sand casting, gravity die casting, and pressure die casting are the typical methods that are utilised in the manufacturing process of cast items. These procedures were more prone to casting flaws than those of wrought goods because, at the present time, existing casting exercise is unable to consistently avoid casting errors. Consequently, casting defects were more likely to occur during these processes. However, in recent years, developments in casting methods have brought about significant improvements, which ought to be taken into consideration. Squeeze casting is one example of such an innovation.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the long term, super durable metal form processes proceeded to advance and in the late eighteenth 100 years, processes were created in which metal was infused into metal dies compelled to produce metal parts. Doehler, H., is credited with creating die casting for the development of metal parts in enormous volumes. At first, just zinc alloys were utilized in die casting however requests for different metals drove the improvement of new die materials and cycle variations and by 1915 aluminum was being die cast in enormous amounts.
Much headway had been made in the improvement of die casting advances throughout the past hundred years. Improvements keep on being made driving the capacities of the cycle higher than ever and expanding the trustworthiness of die cast parts. Cast aluminum items are in extraordinary use in different modern areas and all the more so in the aeronautic trade where accuracy and great items are of most extreme significance. Basically, die casting utilizes steel molds called dies into which liquid metal is constrained utilizing incredibly high pressure. Die casting is a flexible strategy that considers different degrees of intricacy underway, while as yet keeping up with outright accuracy to make an impeccable end product. Researchers like Dargusch et al. decided the impacts of cycle factors on the nature of high pressure die cast parts with the guide of in-depression pressure sensors. Specifically, the impacts of set strengthening pressure, defer time, and casting speed were explored and thusly the impact of varieties in these boundaries on the respectability of the last part, Porosity was found to diminish with expanding escalation pressure and increment with expanding casting speed and Kumar fostered a multi-reaction enhancement model of cycle boundaries in die cast aluminum LM6 combination by assessing temperature of the liquid metal, infusion pressure of the liquid metal, kind of covering and sort of cooling on the thickness, hardness and surface unpleasantness of aluminum LM6 composite. A trial model for enveloping three reactions to be specific surface harshness, thickness and hardness was utilized to do the examination and an investigation of fluctuation (ANOVA) was performed for every one of the reactions and the impact of the elements were made sense of and relapse investigation was finished to connect the impact of variables with every one of the three reactions. The outcome showed that higher infusion pressures were more reasonable in casting of aluminum alloys, likewise the examination of microstructure showed organized changes saw in all examples and that porosity present in a casting by and large declines as the pressure in the die casting increments. Zhu et al. directed probes recreations of the impact of pressure on porosity in cast A356. The composite was liquefied under vacuum and pressure was applied in the clay shape. The outcomes showed that an expansion in pressure lessens how much porosity and that the pore size circulation was moved to more modest pores as pressure expanded. Chiang et al. [6] proposed numerical models for the demonstrating and examination of the impacts of machining boundaries on the exhibition attributes in the HPDC cycle of Al-Si alloys which were created utilizing the reaction surface strategy (RSM) to make sense of the impacts of three handling boundaries (die temperature, infusion pressure and cooling time) on the presentation qualities of the mean molecule size (MPS) of essential silicon and material hardness (HBN) esteem. The investigation plan embraces the focused focal composite plan (CCD).

The detachable impact of individual machining boundaries and the connection between these boundaries were additionally researched by utilizing investigation of change (ANOVA). With the trial values up to a 95% certainty stretch, it was genuinely well for the exploratory outcomes to introduce the numerical models of both the mean molecule size of essential silicon and its hardness esteem. Two principal huge elements associated with the mean molecule size of essential silicon were the die temperature and the cooling time. The infusion pressure and die temperature additionally affect microstructure and hardness. Adler et al. examined porosity surrenders in aluminum cast materials, and utilized volumetric examination to recognize gas porosity absconds. They studied the impact of backscatter in their work on the ultrasonic examination of aluminum cast materials, comparatively Dahle et al. directed probes the impacts of pressure on thickness and porosity in an aluminum cast by applying pressure to the riser in a super durable form (die) and found a level conveyance this season of thickness as opposed to porosity, was seen with the compressed riser. Ming et al. directed probes the impact of pressure on the mechanical properties and microstructure of Al-Cu-based combination arranged by crush casting and reasoned that hardness, elasticity and flexibility of ZA27 pressed casting are significantly impacted by applied pressure and essential response is advanced in crush cast ZA27 composite that cemented at high pressure and a fine microstructure is gotten with the increment of pressure, Yoshihiko and Soichiro recognized the reason for porosity and made a remedial move in the die-casting process. The motivation behind the trial was to assess the proposed fractal examination
by contrasting the porosity in two kinds of aluminum compound die castings fabricated by various die-casting processes and to affirm that fractal examination of the spatial conveyance of pores can quantitatively portray the porosity. Ying-hui et al. researched microstructures and properties of die casting parts with different thicknesses made of AZ91D compound through a filtering electron magnifying instrument (SEM), transmission electron magnifying instrument (TEM), high-goal transmission electron magnifying instrument (HRTEM), and so on. It was presumed that mechanical properties of the die casting parts mostly rely upon grain size of Mg stage. Obiekea, K. et al. likewise led investigates the impact of pressure on the mechanical properties and grain refinement of die cast aluminum A1350 compound and presumed that Microstructures of the examples show primary changes under shifting applied pressures as some seem granular, lamellar, coarse and so on and was seen that porosity defenselessness was clear with pressure decline in the casting system because of unfortunate grains sizes and that hardness, Rigidity, yield strength and prolongation fluctuated across the different applied pressures in the cast tests as values were seen to increment with pressure. Li Runxia et al. researched the impact of explicit pressure on microstructure and mechanical properties of crush cast ZA27 compound and presumed that hardness, rigidity and malleability of ZA27 crush casting with high level to thickness proportion are enormously impacted by pressure and that essential response is advanced in press cast ZA27 composite set at high pressure and fine microstructure is acquired with increment of pressure.

Casting processes are among the most seasoned techniques for assembling metal merchandise. In most early casting processes (a significant number of which are as yet utilized today), the form after use is normally fallen to eliminate the item after hardening. The requirement for a super durable shape, which can be utilized to create parts in enormous volume amounts which are of great, is the conspicuous other option. In the medieval times, skilled workers idealized the utilization of iron in the assembling of form. Besides, the primary data upset happened when Johannes Gutenberg fostered a technique to produce parts in enormous amounts utilizing an extremely durable metal form. Throughout the long term, the extremely durable metal form processes kept on developing. In the late eighteenth century processes were created in which metal was infused into metal dies under the gun to make print type creation. These improvements finished in the production of the linotype machine for printing by Ottmar Mergenthaler in 1885, a robotized type casting gadget which turned into the unmistakable sort of hardware in the distributing business which prompted making of a die cast machine. Analysts like Adler et al. explored porosity deserts in aluminum cast materials, and utilized volumetric examination to distinguish gas porosity abandons. They studied the impact of backscatter in their work on the ultrasonic review of aluminum cast materials, comparatively Dahle et al. directed probes the impacts of pressure on thickness and porosity in an aluminum cast by applying pressure to the riser in a long-lasting mold (die) and found a level dissemination this season of thickness as opposed to porosity, was seen with the compressed riser. Dargusch et al. decided the impacts of cycle factors on the nature of high pressure die cast parts with the guide of in-pit pressure sensors. Specifically, the impacts of set heightening pressure, postpone time, and casting speed were examined and thus the impact of varieties in these boundaries on the honesty of the last part, porosity was found to diminish with expanding strengthening pressure and increment with expanding casting speed, and afterward Zhu et al. led examinations and reenactments on the impact of pressure on porosity in cast A356. The composite was softened under vacuum and pressure was applied in the artistic shape and found that an expansion in pressure diminishes how much porosity and that the pore size conveyance was moved to more modest pores as pressure expanded. Ming et al. led probes the impact of pressure on the mechanical properties and microstructure of Al-Cu-based combination arranged by crush casting and presumed that hardness, elasticity and pliability of ZA27 crushed casting are enormously impacted by applied pressure and essential response is advanced in crush cast ZA27 composite that set at high pressure and a blade
The separable influence of individual machining parameters and the interaction between these parameters were also investigated by using analysis of variance (ANOVA). With the experimental values up to a 95% confidence interval, it was fairly well for the experimental results to present the mathematical models of both the mean particle size of primary silicon and its hardness value. Two main significant factors involved in the mean particle size of primary silicon were the die temperature and the cooling time. The injection pressure and die temperature also have statistically significant effects on microstructure and hardness. Li et al. conducted experiments on the effects of specific pressure on microstructure and mechanical properties of squeeze casting of ZA27 alloy and concluded that Hardness, tensile strength and ductility of ZA27 squeezed casting with high height-to-thickness ratio are greatly affected by applied pressure and that Al and Cu elements are homogeneously distributed in matrix of squeeze cast ZA27 alloy. Although many researchers have carried out other works on squeeze casting of Al alloys, however little work has been reported on die casting of A380 alloy with varying applied pressure.

High pressure die casting (HPDC) is a near-net shape manufacturing process in which molten metal is injected into a metal mould at high speed and solidified under high pressure. HPDC has been widely used in producing thin wall aluminium and magnesium alloy components with high dimensional accuracy, high production efficiency, and considerable economic benefit for automotive and other industries. However, the turbulent flow and the consequent entrainment of air during die filling is an inherent problem for HPDC, which results in the formation of gas porosity in HPDC castings. The presence of gas porosity decreases the possibility of the further strengthening of HPDC castings through heat treatment due to blistering. Therefore, the application of HPDC is normally limited to low strength as-cast non-structural components not requiring heat treatment for strengthening.

Recent development in manufacturing lightweight components requires the die-cast aluminium alloys to be able to provide higher strength and high ductility. High strength and high ductility (Yield strength ≥ 320 MPa, Elongation ≥ 10 %) die-cast aluminium alloys are attractive in industry, because they are comparable with the tensile properties of 6000 series wrought aluminium alloys, but with much lower manufacturing cost. The problem is that the as-cast tensile properties of the currently available die-cast aluminium alloys are usually low, with a yield strength of 130~170 MPa and an elongation of 3~5 %. Explorations were done to develop die-cast aluminium alloys with higher as-cast strength. Hu et al. reported a die-cast Al–Mg–Si–Mn alloy with a yield strength of 183 MPa. Zhang et al. developed an Al–5Mg–0.6Mn die-cast alloy with a yield strength of 212 MPa. However, the as-cast yield strength of the currently developed die-cast aluminium alloys is still around the low level of 200 MPa.

The successful development of the vacuum assisted HPDC has provided the capability of producing castings with much reduced gas porosities, which enables the further strengthening of the as-cast heat treatable die-cast alloys through heat treatment. Ji et al. developed a high strength Al–10Mg–3.5Zn–3Si die-cast alloy exhibited the yield strength of 320 MPa, the UTS of 420 MPa and the tensile elongation of 4.5 % after solution and ageing heat treatment. The tensile elongation of 4.5 % was the highest reported ductility in association with a high yield strength of 320 MPa for die-cast aluminium alloys processed by HPDC. Die-cast aluminium alloy with both high yield strength above 320 MPa and high ductility over 10 % is still unachievable.

Casting processes are among the most seasoned techniques for assembling metal merchandise. In most early casting processes (large numbers of which are as yet utilized today), the shape after use is regularly imploded to eliminate the item after cementing. The requirement for a super durable shape, which can be utilized to deliver parts in enormous volume amounts which are of top notch, is the conspicuous other option. In the medieval times, skilled workers idealized the utilization of iron in the production of shape. Also, the principal data transformation happened when Johannes Gutenberg fostered a technique to make parts in
enormous amounts utilizing a super durable metal shape. Throughout the long term, the extremely durable metal form processes kept on advancing. In the late eighteenth century processes were created in which metal was infused into metal dies under the gun to fabricate print type creation. These improvements finished in the formation of the linotype machine for printing by Ottmar Mergenthaler in 1885, a computerized type casting gadget which turned into the unmistakable sort of gear in the distributing business which prompted making of a die cast machine.

Analysts like Adler et al. researched porosity surrenders in aluminum cast materials, and utilized volumetric examination to distinguish gas porosity deserts. They studied the impact of backscatter in their work on the ultrasonic review of aluminum cast materials, comparably Dahle et al. directed trials on the effects of pressure on thickness and porosity in an aluminum cast by applying pressure to the riser in a long-lasting mold (die) and found a level dissemination this season of thickness rather than porosity, was seen with the compressed riser. Dargusch et al. decided the effects of interaction factors on the nature of high pressure die cast parts with the guide of in-hole pressure sensors. Specifically, the effects of set strengthening pressure, defer time, and casting speed were explored and thusly the impact of varieties in these boundaries on the uprightness of the last part, porosity was found to diminish with expanding heightening pressure and increment with expanding casting speed, and afterward Zhu et al. directed examinations and reenactments on the impact of pressure on porosity in cast A356.

The amalgam was softened under vacuum and pressure was applied in the fired form and observed that an increment in pressure diminishes how much porosity and that the pore size appropriation was moved to more modest pores as pressure expanded. Ming et al. directed examinations on the impact of pressure on the mechanical properties and microstructure of Al-Cu-based compound ready by crush-casting and reasoned that hardness, elasticity and flexibility of ZA27 pressed casting are significantly impacted by applied pressure and essential response is advanced in press cast ZA27 amalgam that hardened at high pressure and a fine microstructure is gotten with the expansion of pressure and Wei et al. researched microstructures and properties of die casting parts with different thicknesses made of AZ91D compound through a filtering electron magnifying lens (SEM), transmission electron magnifying instrument (TEM), high-goal transmission electron magnifying instrument (HRTEM), and so on. It was reasoned that mechanical properties of the die casting parts basically rely upon grain size of Mg stage. Chiang et al. proposed numerical models for the demonstrating and investigation of the effects of machining boundaries on the exhibition qualities in the HPDC interaction of Al-Si alloys which were created utilizing the reaction surface philosophy (RSM) to clarify the impacts of three handling boundaries (die temperature, infusion pressure and cooling time) on the presentation attributes of the mean molecule size (MPS) of essential silicon and material hardness (HBN) esteem. The test plan takes on the focused focal composite plan (CCD).

The distinguishable impact of individual machining boundaries and the connection between these boundaries were additionally explored by utilizing examination of change (ANOVA). With the test values up to a 95% certainty stretch, it was genuinely well for the exploratory outcomes to introduce the numerical models of both the mean molecule size of essential silicon and its hardness esteem. Two fundamental huge variables engaged with the mean molecule size of essential silicon were the die temperature and the cooling time. The infusion pressure and die temperature likewise have measurably huge effects on microstructure and hardness. Li et al. directed tests on the effects of explicit pressure on microstructure and mechanical properties of crush casting of ZA27 amalgam and inferred that Hardness, elasticity and pliability of ZA27 crushed casting with high tallness to-thickness proportion are significantly impacted by applied pressure and that Al and Cu components are homogeneously dispersed in framework of press cast ZA27 compound. Albeit numerous scientists have completed different chips away at crush casting of Al alloys, but little work has been accounted for on die casting of A380 combination with fluctuating applied pressure.
Aluminum reusing, especially aluminum chips, has for quite some time been the object of exhaustive exploration for a long time and ecological reasons. Processes continued in the reusing of aluminum directly affect the microstructure of the amalgam, which clarifies its mechanical conduct. In this way, to comprehend the advancement of the mechanical properties of such compound, it is basic to do a thorough investigation of its microstructure impacted by the execution interaction boundaries of from one viewpoint, and by the utilized metallurgical variables then again.

Aftereffects of past studies show the dependability of the utilization of pressure in working on the mechanical properties of various alloys. Numerous analysts battle that the use of pressure on liquid metal during cementing can have a few effects, for example, changing the edge of freezing over as indicated by the Claudius- Chaperon relationship, changing the cooling rate and lessening porosity and shrinkage, which works on the microstructural properties of alloys.

Accordingly, the mechanical decencies were gotten to the next level. Many studies have connected the mechanical properties and the cooling rate as per the Hall- Patch connection.

Others explores are engaged in the improvement of Aluminum alloys decencies; Tang Liu et al. have arranged Aluminum-aluminum bimetal by casting fluid A356 aluminum compound onto 6101 aluminum expulsion bars and hardening under applied pressure. Patel et al. have made an endeavor to foresee the auxiliary dendrite arm dispersing (SDAS) using Mandeni, Takagi and Surgeon based fluffy rationale draws near. The presentation all models are looked at in making the expectation of SDAS in crush casting. P. Senile et al. have additionally produce the AC2A aluminum compound castings through direct crush casting process. Taguchi strategy and hereditary calculation were utilized for process enhancement to create excellent castings. They have announced that castings got for ideal crush casting condition showed better grain refinement in microstructure and around 65% improvement in malleable yield strength than gravity die casting condition.

Many have utilized the press casting as a cycle for getting ready composite alloys as a result of its high efficiency and incredible formability. E. Hajji et al. showed that the proper pressures for assembling carbon fiber built up aluminum composites, by crush casting process, in uncoated and Ni-covered condition are 50 and 30MPa, separately. B. Lin et al. have arranged Al-5.0wt% Cu-0.6 wt.% Mn alloys with various Fe substance by gravity die casting and crush casting. The distinction in microstructures and mechanical properties of the T5 heat-treated alloys was inspected by malleable test, optical microscopy, profound scratching method, checking electron microscope and electron test miniature analyzer. They have shown that the crush cast alloys with various Fe substance have better mechanical properties analyzed than the gravity die cast alloys, which is fundamentally credited to the decrease of porosity and refinement of Fe-rich intermetallic and a (Al) dendrite saw in T5 heat-treated gravity die cast combination. Suisse N. et al. explored the connection between a definitive elasticity, hardness and interaction factors in a press casting 2017 a fashioned aluminum composite to, in a first report, and the Improvement of flexibility of this combination, in a subsequent report, utilizing the Taguchi strategy. The goals of the Taguchi technique for the press casting process are to lay out the ideal blend of cycle boundaries and to diminish the variety in quality between a couple of tests. The trial results show that the crush pressure essentially influences the microstructure and the mechanical properties of 2017 An Al alloys.

In this work, we utilized crush casting for reusing an aluminum composite; the impact of pressure minor departure from its metallographic structure and mechanical properties advancement were researched. The pressures applied during cementing were 0, 50, 75, 100 and 150MPa. We should foresee the impact of pressures on cooling rate changes and grain refinement; we were likewise expected to track down a tradeoff between microstructural results and mechanical conduct of the examples. The appropriate hotness treatment...
which could prompt better mechanical properties is likewise chosen.

The replacement of steel with light-weight materials in transport and aerospace is a promising means of improving fuel efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions. The increased use of aluminium alloys in automobiles provides significant opportunities for weight reduction, which has real scope towards achieving emission reduction targets imposed by various environmental authorities globally. High pressure die-casting (HPDC) of aluminium components have gained much attention in recent decades, and it has been utilised in many fields, including aerospace and automotive sectors. HPDC exhibits many advantages: (a) capable of fabrication of large, thin wall and complex products; (b) high productivity; (c) good dimensional accuracy and surface finish; (d) fine microstructure and excellent mechanical properties. In recent years, diecast aluminium alloys have been greatly used in the automotive industry to replace heavier counterparts. However, commercial aluminium alloys are not able to provide a yield strength above 200 MPa and ultimate tensile strength over 330 MPa, as well as a satisfactory ductility in the as-cast state. Thus, the development of high strength aluminium alloys becomes crucial to broaden the applications of die-cast aluminium alloys.

In recent decades, nano-ultrafine eutectic alloys (grain size: typically between 100 to 500 nm) fabricated with high cooling rates have been highlighted in the literature, due to their exceptionally high strength. However, binary ultrafine eutectic alloys with lamellar or fibrous microstructure exhibit poor ductility and fracture toughness at room temperature. It is due to the high volume fraction of lamellar hard phases hindering dislocation and leading highly localised shear bands before the fracture. For that reason, additional elements were introduced into these alloys to improve its ductility, and recently, many investigations have been carried out in ternary or multi-component of Al-, Ti-, Fe-based eutectic systems. For example, in Al-based system, Park et al. fabricated ternary Al81Cu13Si6 alloys using suction casting with bimodal structure, yielding a very high compressive ultimate fracture strength and plastic strain of 1.1±0.1 GPa and 11±2% respectively. The ternary Al-Cu-Ni alloy containing Al7Cu4Ni intermetallics embedded in refined binary (a-Al and Al2Cu) matrix was investigated by Tiwary et al. The compressive fracture strength and plastic strain to failure of Al88Cu10.5Ni1.5 alloy are around 1±0.1 GPa and 9±0.1% respectively. In addition, Kim et al. studied the microstructure and compressive mechanical properties of quaternary Al81Ni13-xCuxSi6 (x=0,3,5,8 and 10 at%) alloys. The good compressive fracture strength and plastic strain were achieved in Al81Ni5Cu8Si6 alloy, which are 773±11 MPa and 14.8±0.7 %, respectively, owing to its multi-phase composite microstructure and fine eutectic matrix. The unique microstructure having heterogeneous distributions of constituents with different length scale and multi-phase can usually be found in these multi-component eutectic alloys, which is named structural heterogeneity alloys. The heterogeneous structure is favourable for the compressive ductility, while the high strength of these alloys results from the high volume fraction of strengthening multi-phases and refined eutectic structure. The refined microstructure is based on the concept that in a multi-component alloy system, different atomic species reduce the solidification temperature of the melt, resulting in a significant increase in the constitutional undercooling. Therefore, nanoscale or ultrafine scale microstructures can be achieved.

Although these multi-component eutectic alloys have excellent compressive ductility and/or high strength, there is still a lack of data of its tensile properties. It is believed that the tensile ductility of these alloys is relatively low. In order to further enhance its tensile/compressive ductility, the multicomponent alloys were designed to include soft primary dendrites, which is able to create more mobile dislocations during deformation. These hypoeutectic alloys exhibit a combination of high ductility and desirable strength. These alloys are mainly strengthened by solute solution primary phases and refined multi-component eutectic structure.
Based on author’s knowledge, there is only a little literature reporting the hypoeutectic multi-component alloys in Al-based system. Recently, Kaygsiz et al. reported that the microstructure of quaternary Al-28Cu-6Si-2.2Mg (wt%) eutectic alloy consisted of α-Al, Al2Cu, irregular Si and Q-phase (Al5Cu2Mg8Si7) and the average micro-hardness was ~200 HV. This hardness value exceeds those in binary and ternary Al-based eutectic alloys such as Al-Si, Al-Si-Mg, Al-Si-Ni, Al-Ni-Fe.

**OBJECTIVE**

1. To review the impact of hardware shoulder profile on the FSPed material.
2. To decide the impact of number of passes on the FSPed material.
3. To assess the impact of Post-FSP heat treatment on the FSPed material.

**CASTING AND SOLIDIFICATION**

Casting is one of the ancient processes in the metal working industry which is used for making components in large quantity, yet economically. It is the practice of converting the liquid metal, poured into a die / mold designed suitable to the required product, in to solid with the release of latent heat. It is followed by cooling till the cast reaches the ambient temperature. Casting technique has many inherent advantages that have long been acknowledged by design engineers and manufacturers. Casting is principally an ingenious process accomplished in mass production, particularly for making components with intricate shapes and outstanding properties, which are almost impractical to produce by any other methods. Although casting is one of the oldest known production techniques, contemporary advances in casting technology have led to an expansive array of specialized casting methods.

The components which are produced by casting process may vary in size and weight from about a gram up to few tonnes. Castings are made by placing the exact quantity of molten metal into a mold, thereby reducing wastage of raw materials. This can actually lead to economical product development and decreased product cost in the manufacturing sector. Castings exhibit distinct advantages over other manufacturing processes such as design flexibility, high production rate and practicability. The cast components are stronger and lighter than those produced with other manufacturing methods, because castings are not subjected to any deformation or strain of the raw material and does not consist of individual parts welded or fastened together.

In the entire casting process, the solidification phase is considered important since it directly influences the establishment of microstructure in the cast product. The properties of cast materials especially the mechanical properties are largely governed by their microstructural characteristics. It can be appreciated that production of almost every engineering component involves solidification at some stage (Kurz 1984). Solidification of cast metal is fundamentally the process of crystallization, i.e. nucleation and growth of crystals (Mikhailov 1989). It incorporates significant metallurgical and mechanical properties in the cast product. It is a well-known fact that the microstructural features of castings like segregation of alloying elements, formation of microporosity, and size of the grains are more sensitive to conditions that prevail during solidification. The solidification microstructure and its accompanying defects (if any) stay with the castings, even after subsequent forming and product finishing operations.

**ALUMINIUM ALLOYS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS**

Virtually in every instance, aluminium based alloys have replaced other materials in numerous existing applications. Casting aluminium alloys are quite widespread and find more and more applications in modern industry. Earlier it was hypothesized that the general level of properties required of cast aluminium parts were lower, and they were mostly used for producing noncritical (e.g., not heavily loaded) parts. However,
during the last two decades this situation has started to change. Due to significant improvements in casting technologies, now it is possible to produce high-quality castings with outstanding properties.

A unique combination of properties makes Aluminium a very versatile metal that is used for a great many aerospace, automobile, ship building, medical, defence and commercial applications. Today almost certainly the automotive industry is the most important consumer of Aluminium alloy castings. Every year the overall volume of cast Aluminium in automotive technologies grows gradually. This is particularly true during the last 10 years, when the production of “Aluminium” vehicles started and the number of aluminium-intensive components grew rapidly. Such details as cylinder blocks, pistons, other engine parts, frames, and covers of different devices are traditionally cast from Aluminium. Figure 1.3(a) shows the cylinder blocks of BMW N52 (6-cylinder engine) series which was made by Al casting (Cylinder, Water-Jacket and Crankshaft journal bearing) and Mg casting (Outer surface). Figure 1.3(b) shows the images of pistons used for Automotive, Stationary Engines, and Compressors etc.

Owing to their exceptional specific strength, corrosion resistance, and relatively less labour intensity of manufactures, cast aluminium alloys are also extensively used in other transportation sectors of the economy such as aerospace, marine, and railroad transportation. The structural components of a typical modern commercial transport aircraft is 50 percent aluminium by weight. Aluminium alloys are the overwhelming choice for the stabilizers, fuselage and supporting structures of aircraft. Structural components of current United States Navy aircraft are made of wrought aluminium (forged, machined and assembled parts). Figure 1. shows Boeing 787 and 777 aircrafts that use 20% and 50% aluminium by weight respectively.

(Courtesy: www.commons.wikimedia.org)

(a) Aluminium engine block

(Courtesy: www.cast-alloys.com)
(b) Aluminium pistons

Figure 2. Automotive components
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Figure 3. Aluminium usages in Aerospace Industry

Aircraft industries are now focusing on aluminium casting technology, which offers lesser manufacturing costs, the ability to form intricate shapes and the flexibility to incorporate inventive design perceptions.

Use of aluminium alloys in marine water applications is of foremost and continuous interest because of the need for light-weight structural materials with good corrosion resistance. Aluminium boats constructed from 5000-series alloys were already in use in 1930s with recorded lifetimes exceeding 40 years (Feron 2007). Since then, areas of application have augmented considerably. The main applications include outboard motors, propellers, masts, ladders, floating bridges, desalting equipment, buoys, etc. Figure 4. shows photographic view of VS1680 Ranger boat, in which the major components are made of cast and forged aluminium alloy. With more quality and more all-out performance, these multi-species boats not only take along affordable excitement to the world of fishing but even more prospect for great times with family and friends.

![Figure 4. Aluminium usages in Marine applications](image)

Figure 5. Aluminium usages in Marine applications

Courtesy: www.rangeraluminum.com
CONCLUSION

The significant research effort that was done to determine whether or whether Si-based aluminium alloys A356 and A413 are suitable for use in automobiles, aircraft, and railways has been documented using an inline case study-based approach. On the basis of practical testing carried out in accordance with the protocols established by ASTM, the following inferences were drawn:

- The entire spheroidization of the Si particles and the saturation of the Si and Mg distribution were both reached during the solution ageing process at 535 degrees Celsius for eight hours on A356 alloy, which produced excellent results.

- The effect of T6 heat treatment, which increases grain refinement, reduced the aspect ratio of eutectic Si particles from 2.13% to less than 1.6%, and eutectic Si particles were employed for enriching the aspect ratio of 1.5 to 50%.
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